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September 11th 2015:Life After Marilyn - Part One
Join the conversation as we pick up from where we left off last
week delving into the last day of Marilyn Monroe's life as we
talk about Bobbie Kennedy. Who was he to Marilyn - Friends or
more? Plus, we will start to review the SUICIDE PREVENTION
TEAM - Life after Marilyn. Also, special guest, Sister Jenna
joins Nina as we begin the promotion of Belief Days of
Compassion and Healing (September 11-21) to mark the 14th
anniversary of 9/11 and BELIEF, a new TV series to be aired
by the Oprah Winfrey Network (OWN) on October 18-24, 2015.
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Gary Vitacco-Robles
Gary Vitacco-Robles is the best-selling author of Cursum Perficio: Marilyn Monroe's
Brentwood Hacienda/The Story of Her Final Months and ICON: The Life, Times, and
Films of Marilyn Monroe, Volume 1 &2. He is also a Licensed Mental Health Counselor
and National Certified Counselor in practice in Tampa, Florida. He holds a master's
degree in Counselor Education from the University of South Florida. For twenty-one
years, Gary has provided trauma-focused treatment to children and families who have
survived sexual & physical abuse or neglect and has treated youth with sexual behavior
problems. He is also both the chairperson and a founding member of a sexual abuse
intervention network. Since 19
Read more

Marijane Gray
A fan of Marilyn Monroe for over twenty years, Marijane Gray has been a staff writer for
ImmortalMarilyn.com since 2011. She has also assisted authors and journalists with
research about Marilyn. In 2010 she created a page where she helps collectors
authenticate, appraise and sell Marilyn Monroe memorabilia. Marijane has spent
decades researching and studying the life of Marilyn Monroe. Through her work with
Immortal Marilyn and several other groups, she has become known as a trusted
source and scholar while working to dispel misinformation and protect Marilyn’s
memory.
Read more

Leslie Kasperowicz
Leslie has been studying the life of Marilyn Monroe for 25 years. She has been working
with Immortal Marilyn since 1998 to protect and preserve Marilyn’s memory and
promote the truth about her life. Born in Winnipeg, Canada, Leslie Kasperowicz earned
her Bachelor of Arts degree from The University of Winnipeg in 1999, majoring in
psychology, sociology, and criminal justice. She now resides in Portland, Oregon with
her husband and children, where she works as a freelance writer
Read more
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Sister Jenna
Special guest, Sister Jenna joins Nina as we begin the promotion of Belief Days of
Compassion and Healing (September 11-21) and BELIEF, a new TV series to be aired
by the Oprah Winfrey Network (OWN) on October 18-24, 2015. Sister Jenna is an
award-winning spiritual leader, author, radio and TV personality, renowned speaker
and founder of the Meditation Museum in metropolitan Washington DC. For decades,
she has demonstrated an extraordinary level of improvement in the quality of lives of
people ranging from heads of government to children in villages. She has traveled to
over 80 countries where she continues to provide practical life tools and solutions that
empower people to foster and b
Read more
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